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Abstract This paper reveals unprecedented periodicity in the voltage series of relative ionospheric opacity meters (riometers) of the Canadian Riometer Array (CRA). In quiet times, the riometer voltage series is accurately modeled by a stochastic process whose components include both a six term expansion in harmonic functions and some amplitude modulated modes of lower signal to noise ratio (SNR). In units of cycles per sidereal day (cpsd), the frequencies of the six harmonic functions lie within 0.01 cpsd of an integer. Earth’s rotation induces a splitting of the low SNR components, resulting in the appearance of nine multiplets in standardized power spectrum estimates of the considered CRA voltage series. A second feature of these spectrum estimates is a 6 min periodic element appearing in both the CRA voltage series and the proton mass density series of the Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE). Spectral peak frequencies have been detected, which lie near established solar mode frequency estimates. In addition, some of these peak frequency estimates are coincident with peak frequency estimates of the standardized power spectra for the time series of proton mass density and interplanetary magnetic field strength (IMF) at ACE.

1. Introduction

The Canadian Space Weather Forecast Centre (CSWFC) of Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) conducts research about the space weather environment between 40° and 90° magnetic latitude for the following two purposes. The first is to achieve an improved understanding of the science of space weather, and the second is to forecast conditions for long distance radio communication. The CSWFC provides corporations and government agencies with forecasts of the atmospheric conditions for over the horizon communication. To this end, the signals of interest in the riometer studies have frequencies lying in the subinterval between 3 and 30 MHz (written as [3, 30] MHz) of the high frequency (HF) band (Fiori & Danskin, 2016). This mode of communication involves refracting or reflecting HF radio signals in the E and F regions, ionospheric layers whose respective altitude ranges are [90, 170] km and [170, 1,000] km (Prölls, 2010). In times of space weather events like solar storms, signal intermittency is maximal because of phenomena, which influence the regions between the ionospheric transport media and the transmitter and receiver stations. In particular, an enhanced influx of solar energetic particles (SEPs) mediates the attenuation of HF communication signals in the D region, itself an ionospheric layer in the [45, 100] km altitude range (Fiori & Danskin, 2016). The SEP influx raises D region ionization rates, leading to an increased frequency of collisions between electrons and heavy ions (Rogers & Honary, 2015). In these collisions, the electrons transfer all of their kinetic energy to the heavy ions in a phenomenon called absorption (Browne et al., 1995).

The riometer detection system includes an HF receiver antenna, which is oriented toward the zenith and tuned to receive in a subinterval of the [20, 60] MHz frequency band (Fiori & Danskin, 2016). The antenna system transmits signals to the riometer instrument. The riometer includes a diode component, and the diode current is balanced with the input antenna signal to achieve an equal noise power. Subsequently, the balanced diode current is converted to a voltage response (Little & Leinbach, 1959). In riometer studies, the quantity of interest is called the absorption variable, a height integrated attenuation rate for those radio waves, which propagate in the vertical axis of the receiver antenna (Rogers & Honary, 2015). The absorption variable is so named because it quantifies the degree of D region radio wave absorption. It is measured in units of decibels, and absorption values are inferred from the time series of riometer voltage. In addition, the absorption variable is positively correlated with HF signal attenuation, and so it serves as a proxy for
The absorption value peaks during solar storms, while falling to baseline levels in quiet times. The problem of forecasting atmospheric conditions for long range communication involves accurately detecting and characterizing absorption events, time intervals in which the absorption value exceeds 1 dB (Fiori & Danskin, 2016; Foppiano & Bradley, 1985; Hargreaves, 2010). During solar storms, different types of absorption occur, with each type characterized by both the duration of the absorption event and the geographic location of the station, which underlies the affected ionospheric area. For instance, consider the examples below from Fiori and Danskin (2016).

- Two hour shortwave fadeout events predominantly affect the dayside D region.
- Lasting up to several hours, auroral absorption events predominantly affect the nightside D region.
- Lasting up to several days, polar cap absorption events predominantly affect the nightside D region.

The above examples motivate absorption monitoring over a fraction of the northern hemisphere. To this end, NRCan and the University of Calgary jointly operate the Canadian Riometer Array (CRA) (Danskin et al., 2008), a large scale monitoring system that is sensitive to substorm events on continental and planetary scales (Spanswijk et al., 2009).

The absorption value is inferred from the riometer voltage using the cosmic noise method. With the knowledge from Jansky (1933) that 20 MHz cosmic radio noise influences the ionosphere, Little and Leinbach (1959) anticipated that the voltage series could be modeled by a periodic element whose frequency is 1 cpsd. In quiet times, chromospheric, Lyman alpha emissions ionize the dayside D region, inducing positive absorption values (Laštovička, 1976). The positive absorption values are said to correspond to the phenomenon of baseline absorption. Because dayside baseline absorption values systematically exceed nightside baseline absorption values, it might be expected that the voltage series is accurately modeled by a second periodic element of frequency equal to one cycle per mean solar day (1 cpm sd).

This paper reveals that some periodic elements in the riometer voltage may well arise from a coupling between this voltage and solar modes. Motivating this hypothesis, the following examples illustrate how observations of unexpected coupling between geophysical and resonant phenomena are precedented.

- The rotation of Earth’s core mantle boundary influences tides (Agnew, 2019).
- During the testing of nuclear weapons, infrasound bursts yield waves that couple with atmospheric processes (de Groot Hedlin, 2016).
- In quiet times, the solar wind pressure influences wave particle dynamics of the inner magnetosphere (Kim et al., 2018).


Reviews on the subject of solar modes are included in Christensen Dalsgaard (2002), Gough and Toomre (1992), Thompson (2005), and Thomson et al. (2007). In the time series of photospheric radial velocity, spectral peaks appear that are reminiscent of those for driven, underdamped, standing waves (Chaplin et al., 1998, 2001, 2004; Claverie et al., 1979; Deubner, 2002; Gough et al., 1988; Haley, 2014; Hill et al., 1975; Korzennik et al., 2013; Stein & Leibacher, 1974; Ulrich & Rhodes Jr. 1977). Corresponding to these waves are the free oscillator solutions that would be obtained in the absence of forcing and damping (Thornton & Marion, 2004). These free oscillation solutions are modeled as the harmonic temporal factors of a spherical harmonic expansion. The terms of this expansion are called solar normal modes (Chaplin et al., 1998; Christensen Dalsgaard, 2002; Kosovichev et al., 1997). Solar modes are classified by the following taxonomy (Thomson & Vernon, 2015; Thomson et al., 2007).

- Pressure modes (p modes), which are acoustic standing waves (Christensen Dalsgaard, 2002).
- Gravity modes (g modes), characterized by a buoyancy restoring force (Berthomieu & Provost, 1991; Provost et al., 2000; Tassoul, 1980).
- Fundamental modes (f modes), which are analogous to surface gravity waves in the ocean (Gough, 1980).
A solar mode is characterized by the radial, latitudinal, and azimuthal angular momentum numbers, \( n, l, \) and \( m \), respectively. Only \( p \) modes are considered in this paper. For this class of modes, the \( |n,l| \) states arise from the governing wave equation in Christensen Dalsgaard (2002) because of the assumption of spherical symmetry in the standard solar model. Any form of azimuthal asymmetry (e.g., effects induced by solar rotation or by the solar magnetic field) increases the fine structure, with the \( |n,l| \) states expressed as linear combinations of \( |n,l,m| \) states (Christensen Dalsgaard, 2002).

Models have been proposed, which convincingly demonstrate how solar modes can propagate from the photosphere to terrestrial phenomena. Consider the following examples.

- The model of Erdélyi (2005) predicts a coupling between \( p \) modes and the lower solar atmosphere.
- Those particle jets source that are inclined, photospheric, magnetic flux tubes mediate the transfer of shock, carrying with them a solar mode signature.
- Thomson and Vernon (2015) speculates that Alfvén waves transport solar modes from the magnetosphere to phenomena further in toward Earth’s surface.

### 2. Techniques for Detecting Amplitude Modulated Solar Modes

In this paper, \( \mathbb{Z} \) denotes the set of all integers, \( \mathbb{N} \) the set of all positive integers, and \( \Delta t \) the sampling period of a time series. In addition, \( K \) denotes the number of taper sequences used in the multitaper spectral analysis. The \( m \)th frequency in the grid of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) is denoted by \( f_m \). What now follows is a description of the stochastic process used to model all of the time series considered for analysis in this paper.

Denote by \( x \) a time series, \( x^T = [x_n]^N_{n=0} \) and where \( x_n \) is the \( n \)th time series measurement. The time series is modeled by the random vector, \( X \), where \( x^T = [X_n]^N_{n=0} \). The components of \( X \) are defined as time elements of the discrete time, stochastic process, \( X \), with \( X = \{X_n\}_{n \in \mathbb{Z}} \). Here, \( X_n \) denotes a time element, \( X_n = \chi(n \Delta t) \), from the continuous time, stochastic process, \( \chi \). The importance of specifying \( X \) is that the proposed time series model is applicable for any \( N \) and any \( \Delta t \).

The discrete time process is represented by

\[
\chi = x^{(HS)} + x^{(MS)} + x^{(RES)},
\]

where \( HS \) and \( MS \) respectively stand for high and medium signal to noise ratio (SNR). The \( x^{(HS)} \) high SNR component is defined by \( x^{(HS)} = \left\{ x^{(HS)}_n \right\}_{n \in \mathbb{Z}} \), with

\[
x^{(HS)}_n = \sum_{m \in \mathbb{N}} x^{(HS),m} \exp (i 2 \pi f^{(HS),m} n) .
\]

Here, the equality, \( m= \), is said to be in the mean square limit in the sense of section 2.8 in Brockwell and Davis (1991). The \( x^{(HS),m} \) and the \( f^{(HS),m} \) respectively denote nonrandom amplitudes and frequencies.

In equation (1), the \( x^{(MS)} \) medium SNR component is defined analogously to \( x^{(HS)} \). The terms in the two expansion representations of \( x^{(HS)} \) and \( x^{(MS)} \) are said to comprise the harmonic components of \( \chi \). The \( l \)th high SNR harmonic component yields a \( >99.9\% \) significant peak in the spectrum of multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic values (SNR estimates), where significance is determined by the \( F_{2,2K-2}^{(HS)} \) distribution of the frequency \( f^{(HS)} \) Fisher statistic under the null hypothesis of \( x^{(HS)} = 0 \). For further details regarding the multitaper harmonic Fisher test, refer to Fisher (1939), Snedecor (1938), and Thomson (1982). The \( l \)th medium SNR harmonic component is defined analogously to the \( l \)th high SNR harmonic component, with the exception that now the \( >99.9\% \) significant peak is in the spectrum of residual multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic values. The significance is determined by the \( F_{2,2K-5}^{(MS)} \) residual multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic under the null hypothesis of \( x^{(MS)} = 0 \). For details regarding the residual multitaper harmonic Fisher test, refer to section 5 in Thomson (1990).

The zero mean residual component, \( x^{(RES)} \), is represented by \( x^{(RES)} = x^{(LIN)} + x^{(NL)} \), where \( x^{(LIN)} \) is the output of a causal, autoregressive (AR) filter whose input is the nonlinear process, \( x^{(NL)} \). The nonlinear component
is represented by $X^{(NL)} = x^{(LS)} + x^{(PE)}$. The harmonizable, locally white, prediction error component, $x^{(PE)}$, satisfies the following condition on $X^{(PE)}$, where $(X^{(PE)})^T = \left[ X^{(PE)} \right]_{n=0}^{N-1}$. At the frequency, $f_m$, the $K$ multitaper discrete Fourier transform (DFT) transformations of $X^{(PE)}$ are independent and identically distributed as an asymptotically complex Gaussian random variable as $N$ approaches infinity. This last assumption is motivated by the following references.


A consequence of the harmonizability assumption above is that each of the $X^{(PE)}$ is represented by the mean square limit of a sequence of harmonic function expansions, where the expansion coefficients are random (Loève, 1960). The terms of one element of this sequence are said to be spectral components of $X$. The square limit of a sequence of harmonic function expansions, where the expansion coefficients are random (Loève, 1960). The terms of one element of this sequence are said to be spectral components of $X$. The theory in Andrews (1983), Brillinger (1981), Brockwell and Davis (1991), Granger (1976), Hannan (1970), Mallows (1967), and Rosenblatt (1961).

For the frequencies recorded in Steps A–D, search for coincidences in one or both of the following types of standardized spectra.

- Standardized spectra for different geophysical and space physics time series covering the same time window as that of the CRA series.
- Standardized spectra already discussed in this detection scheme but for different time windows to that of the CRA series.

Appendix B discusses the strengths and weaknesses of the above detection scheme. For some of the steps, the reason for choosing a 4 μHz bandwidth when assessing agreement is that this is the scale defined for the record sizes of the considered time series in this paper by the peak frequency standard deviation estimate arising from the estimator in the last equation of section 5.2 in Thomson (2000). For Step E, section 1 provides references that present evidence for a coupling between solar modes and phenomena associated with geophysical and space physics times series.

### 3. Data Preparation and the Calculations for Multitaper Spectral Analysis

For Step A of the detection scheme in section 2, Table 1 displays geographic locations of the CRA stations whose voltage time series were considered for analysis. The table values have been acquired from NRCan (2019). The considered riometers have low enough variability over the first 54 days of 2011 that their standardized spectra reveal a considerable number of resolved peaks. A number of riometers in the CRA like those of Penticton and Saskatoon were not selected because their high variability precludes the conspicuous appearance of such peaks (further details about the effects of the time series variability on the standardized spectrum are discussed in section 4.2.1). Southern CRA riometers were considered from the Meanook (MEA), Brandon (BRD), and Ottawa (OTT) riometers. The OTT, BRD, and MEA stations are situated outside the auroral zone, and so it was anticipated that the periodicities of these voltage series would be similar. The Inuvik (INU) station is situated in the auroral zone. For the polar cap, the Resolute (RES) voltage series was considered. It was anticipated that the periodicities of voltage series from the INU and RES riometers would differ significantly from those of the southern CRA series because of the different fields of view of the riometers and the different inclinations of geomagnetic field lines at ground level.

Based on a visual inspection of the five considered CRA voltage series, it was anticipated that the OTT voltage series would provide the most convincing detections of low SNR components because it has the greatest degree of stationarity during the first 54 days of 2011. While a longer record length might improve spectral resolution, this length was not increased because, over the course of 54 days, the p mode frequencies can shift by significant amounts on the 2 μHz scale. As long as solar activity during the 54 day time window is comparable with that in the example of section IX of Thomson et al. (2007), the frequency shift could induce significant peak broadening in the standardized spectrum. An average flux of 88.6 solar flux units (SFU) was computed from that 1 day sampled time series of local noon solar flux from NOAA (2018), which runs from 2 January through 23 February in the year of 2011 (the value for 1 January was missing in the data set). The standard deviation for this time series is equal to 11.1 SFU. The corresponding estimates for the mean and standard deviation presented in section IX of Thomson and Vernon (2015) for the data set of NOAA (2018) between 1947 and 2004 are 119.3 and 50.2 SFU, respectively. The standardized difference between the aforementioned average estimates is 0.6, so the agreement between the flux estimates cannot be ruled out at the 95% level under the assumption of a Gaussian distribution.

For Step B, the ACE time series considered for analysis included the X, Y, and Z IMF strength series from the Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) instrument (ACE/MAG Project, 2008) and the proton mass density series from the Solar Wind Electron, Proton and Alpha Monitor (SWEPAM) (Smith & L’Heureux, 2003).
SWEPAM instrument records five proton density series, one for each of five energy gates in [0.047, 1.900] GeV. The proton density series associated with the [0.795, 1.193] MeV energy gate was considered for analysis because it contains remarkable features like a 2.704 mHz peak coincident with the central frequency of a multiplet common to the CRA standardized spectra (refer to section 4.2.4). The other energy gates were not considered, although they might well contain further information about the origin of the voltage periodicity.

For Step C, the following sets of reference $p$ mode frequency estimates were considered.

1. The theoretical estimates in Table 2 of Provost et al. (2000).
2. A set of estimates derived from the entries in Tables 2 and 3 of Broomhall et al. (2009). These two tables include estimates that were computed when the measured 10.7 cm solar flux was equal to 118 and 64 SFU, respectively. The frequencies associated with the 88.6 SFU average were estimated using two point linear interpolation.

Estimates of Broomhall et al. (2009) are for the frequencies of low $l$ $p$ modes. These modes affect a greater number of space physics phenomena between the Sun and Earth’s bow shock than the high $l$ $p$ modes, a result that arises from the increased spatial coverage of the photosphere by these modes.

Appendix D discusses all of the data processing and multitaper calculations for each of the time series considered in this paper. All of the time series were cleaned of outliers and decimated from 1 to 120 s sampling period, the decimation step making feasible the taper computations of the R multitaper library (Rahim & Burr, 2017). In calculations for the standardized spectrum, the multitaper time bandwidth parameter was set equal to 5, and the number of tapers was set to $K = 9$. For each of the considered ACE and CRA time series, this parameterization yields a multitaper spectral bandwidth of 2.1μHz. Zero padding was applied in such a way that the FFT frequency grid has 64 nHz spacing. The methods of Thomson et al. (2001) were used to compute the standardized spectrum. In particular, a third order AR prewhitener was applied, followed by a second whitening step.

4. Detected Periodic Elements in the Riometer Voltage

4.1. Summary Statistics and the Detected Harmonic Components

In this section, both the time series, $x$, and all components of the time series model from section 2 will correspond to the OTT voltage series. While the signal elements of the model process, $X$, cause the variance of the process element, $X_n$, to depend on $n$, each component process of $X$ can nonetheless be estimated by a low order AR process (for convincing motivation, refer to the second paragraph in Example 6.1.1 of Brockwell and Davis (2002), where the considered time series is accurately modeled by both an AR process and an AR, integrated moving average process). Therefore, an average over the FFT frequency grid of multitaper spectral power estimates is an estimate of the common variance of the $X_n$ (the variance estimator is defined in the last of the equations in Thomson (1982) preceding equation (5.2)). The variance estimate for $X_n$ is 19.0V$^2$. Given a 4.3 V multitaper mean estimate (refer to Burr, 2012, for details about multitaper moment estimation), the variance estimate for $X_n^* - 4.3V$ is 0.65V$^2$ (over 3% the variance estimate for $X_n^*$). Summary statistics for the other four considered CRA series are comparable.

Table 2 displays summary statistics for the harmonic components of $X$. Here, the estimate for the sidereal day period estimate is from Edgar (2018). Recall from section 2 how detections of the high and medium SNR components are made using the 99.9% threshold of the multitaper and residual multitaper harmonic Fisher tests. The second and third columns contain FFT frequencies whose multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic values achieve the global maximum of all values in a spectral peak. In the sixth column, the standard deviation estimates for the peak frequencies are obtained from the standard deviation estimator discussed in the final paragraph of section 2. The SNR estimates of the seventh column are values of the multitaper and residual multitaper Fisher statistics. These are to be compared with quantiles of the $F_{3,16}$ and $F_{2,11}$ distributions to assess the degree of statistical significance, and they are listed instead of the percentile estimates themselves because they are easier to distinguish. Two of the higher order 1 cpsd harmonic components that are not included in Table 2 are discussed in section 4.2.3. For the other four considered CRA voltage series, the results corresponding to those in Table 2 are similar.

Some of the harmonic components have been omitted from the table because they were not found coincident in all of the other CRA Fisher statistic spectra. Table 2 reveals that the most stable signal element of $X^{(HS)}$ is accurately explained by a six term expansion in harmonic functions, where the harmonic components have the following frequencies:
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency (±32nHz)</th>
<th>Relative difference (%)</th>
<th>Standard deviation 10⁻³cpsd</th>
<th>SNR x10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cpisd</td>
<td>cpmsd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rounded</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.0025</td>
<td>1.0052</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (1)</td>
<td>0.9915</td>
<td>0.9943</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.9995</td>
<td>2.0050</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 (1)</td>
<td>1.9831</td>
<td>1.9885</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.0020</td>
<td>3.0103</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.9991</td>
<td>4.0100</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.0016</td>
<td>5.0153</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 (1)</td>
<td>4.9468</td>
<td>4.9603</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.9926</td>
<td>8.0145</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The time window covers the first 54 days of 2011, and the voltage series has been decimated from 1 to 120 s sampling after cleaning. The first column contains rounded values of the frequency estimates in the second column in cpsd units. In this column, the “(1)” entries specify that the detections are significant at the 99.9% level of the residual multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic spectrum. In all rows of this column without a “(1)”, the detections have been made at the 99.9% of the multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic spectrum. The second and third columns display the peak frequency estimates in units of cpsd and cpmsd. The 32 nHz estimation error corresponds to half the 64 nHz FFT frequency grid spacing. The fourth and fifth columns contain percentage relative differences between values in the first column and the values in the second and third columns, respectively (the denominators are the values from the first column). The fifth column contains multitaper standard deviation estimates for the peak frequencies. The last column contains multitaper Fisher statistic values.

\{1.0025, 1.9995, 3.0020, 3.9991, 5.0016, 7.9926\} cpsd.

The fourth and fifth columns of Table 2 together reveal that frequency estimates for the rows associated with the $X^{(HS)}$ harmonic components having the six listed frequencies above are systematically 2–11 times nearer to 1 cpsd harmonic frequencies than they are to 1 cpmsd harmonic frequencies. As anticipated by Little and Leinbach (1959), it appears that the cosmic HF emissions primarily explain the low frequency, high SNR content of the voltage process. That only six harmonic components are required to model the stable component of $X^{(HS)}$ in quiet times might have been anticipated because sky maps of the Dominion Radio Astronomical Society (DRAO) Galactic Survey (see Figure 1 in Spanswick, 2005) effectively reveal a partitioning of the radio intensity into five distinct levels.

Table 2 also includes the statistics for $X^{(MS)}$ harmonic components. Based on the frequency estimates, it is less clear whether the harmonic function frequencies systematically lie nearer to the 1 cpmsd or 1 cpsd harmonic frequencies. The medium SNR spectral peaks may well arise solely from the smoothing artifacts in the multitaper DFTs incurred by the record truncation that distinguishes $X^{(HS)}$ from $X^{(MS)}$.

4.2. The Detected Spectral Components of Low SNR

4.2.1. An Overview of the Spectral Content

For the OTT voltage series, the variance estimate for $X^{(RES)}_n$ is $4.9 \times 10^{-3} V^2$ (under 8% the estimated variance of $X^{(RES)}_n$). The variance estimate for $X^{(NL)}_n$ is $1.3 \times 10^{-3} V^2$ (under 3% the variance estimate for $X^{(RES)}_n$). These notable changes in scale highlight the importance of using spectral analysis when searching for low SNR signal elements because these might be hidden in a time domain analysis. For the other four CRA series, the variance scales of the model components are comparable. An increased variability of the INU and RES voltage series results in fewer significant peaks in their standardized spectra. As for the two ACE time series, it was found through visual inspection that the SWEAP proton density series is more variable than each of the five CRA voltage series, culminating in notably fewer upcrossings of the 99% level of the standardized statistic spectrum than for the CRA standardized statistic spectra. The low sensitivity of the SWEAP standardized statistic spectrum to spectral peaks is most apparent in Figure 3, which compares the SWEAP and
Figure 1. For the OTT voltage series described in Table 2, this plot displays the absolute differences between multiplet central frequency estimates and either 1 cpsd (circles) or 1 cpmsd (triangles) harmonic frequencies. Dashed, horizontal lines are drawn at the 64 nHz FFT grid spacing, the 214 nHz Rayleigh resolution, and the 1.072 μHz multitaper half bandwidth parameter. Dashed, vertical lines are drawn at the nearest solar rotation harmonic frequencies to abscissa of the plotted points.

OTT standardized spectra. While variability of the three IMF strength series is comparable with that of the proton density series, it was found through visual inspection that the IMF strength standardized spectrum typically has lower resolution bandwidth at the spectral peaks.

In the CRA standardized spectra, a number of 99.9% level multiplets appear whose splitting frequency is 1 cpsd. As will be seen in Figures 2 to 4, the multiplets can be identified by bands of the standardized spectrum that have the following characteristics.

1. Two or three singlet peaks rising above the 99.99% level of the standardized statistic spectrum.
2. A number of other peaks whose spectral power decays away from center on either side.
3. The spectral power decay profile is bell shaped.

The outstanding spectral peaks in the proton density standardized spectrum occur in the [2, 3] mHz frequency band. For example, four 99.9% level spectral peaks have narrow bandwidth on the scale of 10 μHz, where the corresponding peak frequency estimates are \{2.275, 2.704, 3.500, 3.775\} mHz (with periods of \{7.3, 6.2, 4.8, 4.4\} min, respectively).

4.2.2. Using Multiplets to Infer the Source Scale and Coupling Effects

In the detection scheme of section 2, Step A is to keep record of the narrow, >95% level spectral peaks found coincident in a number of CRA standardized spectra. This step led to the observation of nine outstanding multiplets in each of the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra, and these multiplets are summarized in Table 3. The table displays spectral power and multiplet central frequency estimates, along with the relevant frequency bands and the number of peaks. The current and following sections describe an underlying mechanism inferred from the frequency arrangement of these multiplets. All of the multiplet peaks have $X_{18}^2 p$ values below $10^{-14}$, so they are not spurious. With each multiplet consisting of six or more singlet peaks and decaying spectral power on either side of the central peak (see Figures 2 through 4 for examples), it is speculated that the six term signal element of section 4.1 drives periodic elements whose frequencies coincide with the multiplet central frequency estimates.

The following three examples regarding the Table 3 multiplets illustrate the value of Step A.

1. The recurrence of the nine multiplets in the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra suggests a modal source having either a continental or planetary scale.
Table 3

Summary Statistics for Multiplets in the Standardized Spectra of CRA Voltage Series Spanning the First 54 Days of 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central peak</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Spectral power</th>
<th>CRA</th>
<th>ACE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Band (μHz)</td>
<td>Number of peaks</td>
<td>μHz</td>
<td>cpmsd</td>
<td>cpsd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[859, 940]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>76.7</td>
<td>76.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,039, 1,097]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,062</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>91.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,306, 1,376]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,330</td>
<td>114.9</td>
<td>114.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,578, 1,636]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,612</td>
<td>139.3</td>
<td>138.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,731, 1,801]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1,772</td>
<td>153.1</td>
<td>152.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,899, 1,957]</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1,923</td>
<td>166.1</td>
<td>165.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[1,986, 2,056]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,044</td>
<td>176.6</td>
<td>176.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2,250, 2,320]</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2,274</td>
<td>196.5</td>
<td>195.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[2,670, 2,752]</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2,704</td>
<td>233.6</td>
<td>233.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. For the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra, each of the listed frequency bands contains a multiplet whose splitting frequency is 1 cpsd. The peak frequency and peak height estimates are provided for a singlet peak both achieving the maximum standardized statistic value in the multiplet and lying near the center of that multiplet. In the seventh and eighth columns, an entry value of “1” means that the INU and RES standardized spectra contain multiplets coincident with those of the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra. The final two columns are equivalent to the seventh and eighth columns, but now for the two ACE standardized spectra.

2. A sextuplet was detected in the [1.039, 1.097] mHz frequency band of the RES standardized spectrum (second row in Table 3). In isolation, the multiplet would be treated with suspicion because the singlet peaks achieve only 95% statistical significance. However, several of the singlet peaks are coincident with those of multiplets in the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra. Therefore, the RES multiplet substantiates the claim that the source has a continental or planetary scale.

3. Singlet peaks of the INU standardized spectrum in the [2.670, 2.752] mHz octuplet (ninth row in Table 3) resemble those of coincident multiplets in the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra. To a lesser extent, coincidences in the [2.250, 2.320] mHz frequency band of the INU standardized spectrum (eighth row in Table 3) suggest a common modal source.

4.2.3. A Physical Mechanism for the Multiplet Generation

Peak broadening, frequency drift, and statistical uncertainty all limit the extent to which individual spectral peaks explain the frequency arrangement of the nine multiplets of Table 3. By exploring the collective behavior of singlet peaks in a multiplet and the collective behavior between the nine multiplets themselves, it was found that these multiplets likely arise from a single external driver. The force function of this driver can be modeled by a Fourier series having the fundamental period, \( T_f \), where \( T_f \leq 12 \text{ min} \). This conclusion has been reached because the presented evidence to follow suggests a coupling between the Fourier series terms and 1 cpsd harmonic components of the riometer voltage.

The 12 min upper bound was discovered from an exploration of the multiplets of Table 3 centered within 4μHz of the 1 cpsd harmonic frequencies. The first step was to establish that the multiplets behave as harmonics of a 1 cpsd Fourier series that additionally have been split by Earth’s rotation. This result had been anticipated because peaks at 2.646 and 2.911 mHz (250.8 and 228.0 cpsd, respectively) had been detected at the 99.9% level of the multitaper harmonic Fisher statistic spectrum, confirming the presence of high order 1 cpsd subharmonics.

For the OTT voltage series, Figure 1 displays a spectrum of the absolute differences (solid, vertical lines) between a collection of frequency estimates based on the Table 3 entries and the nearest 1 cpsd (circles) and 1 cpmsd (triangles) harmonic frequencies (note that either a circle or a triangle is plotted at a given frequency because the circle or triangle not included exceeds 3μHz, well above the upper plotting bound). The following list specifies the frequency estimates included in the aforementioned collection.

1. Three point averages from the following Table 3 frequency estimates:
   - Central peak frequency estimates (third column).
   - Frequency estimates for both the leftmost and rightmost singlet peaks (first column).
Figure 2. Standardized spectra for the SWEPAM proton mass density series (top plot) and the OTT voltage series (bottom plot). Both of the time series cover the first 54 days in 2011. The density has been measured for protons having energies in the [0.795, 1.193] MeV gate. Standardized spectrum estimates have each been divided by 18, the number of degrees of freedom of the $\chi^2_{18}$ distribution. Bold, gray, horizontal lines are drawn at one eighteenth the percentiles (labeled) of a $\chi^2_{18}$ distribution. The dotted, vertical lines are drawn at integer multiples of 1 cpsd.

Average estimates were used for multiplets listed in the following rows of Table 3: {1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9}.

2. Central peak frequency estimates from the following rows of Table 3: {3, 5, 7}.

3. The frequency estimates, 2.646 and 2.911 mHz.

The top axis of Figure 1 displays multiples of the solar rotation harmonic frequency nearest the frequency estimates in the above collection. This is because the observation of spectral peaks near these rotation harmonic frequencies is preceded (e.g., refer to the relevant discussions in Thomson et al., 1997, 2007). The 27 day estimate for solar rotation period was used (Seidelmann, 1992; Thomson et al., 2007).

Figure 1 reveals a regular spacing between the frequency estimates in the above collection because of the consistent agreement of the estimates with the nearest 1 cpsd or 1 cpmstd harmonic frequencies to within 2μHz. Typically, the agreement is within the 1.072 μHz multaper half bandwidth parameter, suggesting that the discrepancy could be linked to the smoothing effects of the record truncation distinguishing $\mathbf{X}$ from $\mathbf{X}$. Of the 11 plotted frequency differences, four lie below the 214 nHz FFT grid spacing in the case of no zero padding, while three of these differences lie below the 64 nHz grid spacing in the case of the zero padding given the rule of equation (D1). Often, the multiplet frequency estimates lie considerably further away from the solar rotation and 1 cpmstd harmonic frequencies than they do from the 1 cpsd harmonic frequencies. The hypothesis of the high order 1 cpmstd harmonic components is further motivated by the fact that the 2.646 and 2.911 mHz estimates respectively lie within 64 nHz and 1.6μHz of a 1 cpsd harmonic frequency.

The following scheme resulted in the discovery of the $T_f$ periodic element.

1. The frequency estimates were ordered by magnitude into a sequence.
2. The absolute differences between every one, every two, and every three sequence elements were computed, yielding three different sequences.
3. Period estimates associated with the differences in Step 2 were each divided by 12 min. Several of the resulting values were found to lie within two decimal places of an integer. Rounding these select 12 min multiples, the resulting values comprise a sequence that contains five unique integers: {2, 4, 5, 6, 9}.
4. The five element sequence of unique integers in Step 3 has unit greatest common divisor.

For each of the nine Table 3 multiplets, the absolute difference between the collection frequency estimate and at least one other collection estimate lies in the sequence of frequency differences considered in Step 3 of the above scheme.
Figure 3. The same plots as in Figure 2, but now for the [1.650, 1.840] mHz frequency band. Bold, vertical, gray lines are drawn at reference $p$ mode frequency estimates. For the labels in the top axis, the $p$ mode radial order, $n$, is written above the latitudinal order, $l$. The remaining features are explained in Figure 2.

4.2.4. A 6 Min Driver for Signal Elements of Low SNR

In the detection scheme of Section 2, Step B is to keep record of those >95% level peaks in the two ACE standardized spectra found coincident with the peaks recorded in Step A. An implementation of Step B for the multiplet of the ninth row in Table 3 reveals a coupling between the riometer voltage and a 6 min periodic element, a result that provides some motivation for setting $T_f = 12$ min. Figure 2 displays the standardized spectra for both the OTT and SWEPAM time series as well as percentiles of the $\chi^2_{18}$ distribution. The most remarkable coincidence in the SWEPAM and OTT standardized spectra is a 2.704 mHz peak. The peak frequency corresponds to a 6.2 min periodic element, and it lies under 80 $\mu$Hz left of the 6 min mode frequency. In the SWEPAM standardized spectrum, the peak has a $\chi^2_{18}$ $p$ value below $10^{-11}$, making this peak the outstanding feature of that spectrum. In each of the OTT, BRD, and MEA standardized spectra, the 2.704 mHz peak appears centrally in one of the only Table 3 multiplets for which a multiplet in the INU standardized spectrum is coincident.

It is beyond the scope of this paper to propose a physical mechanism for the 6 min periodic element. The observation of a 6 min mode in space physics time series (Fehlau et al., 1971; Glencross, 1970) is preceded, although it is unclear whether there is a connection between the source of this periodic element and the 6 min periodic element identified in this paper.

4.2.5. A Coupling Between the Riometer Voltage and Specific Solar $p$ Modes

This section presents two examples where an implementation of the mode detection scheme of section 2 reveals evidence for a coupling between the riometer voltage and solar $p$ modes. The first example concerns the [1.650, 1.850] mHz band. Step C of the detection scheme in section 2 is to scan reference $p$ mode frequency estimates, keeping a record of those which agree within 4 $\mu$Hz of the frequencies recorded in Steps A and B. The evidence suggests a coupling between the OTT riometer voltage and the $p_{11,1}$ mode. Figure 3 displays the same two standardized spectra as in Figure 2, but now for the [1.650, 1.840] mHz frequency band. At 1.749 mHz (where a solid, gray, vertical line has been drawn), it appears that the $p_{11,1}$ mode has coupled with both the SWEPAM proton density and the riometer voltage because spectral peaks of comparable width and power appear on either side of the $p_{11,1}$ reference frequency. The two singlet peaks are centered near 1.742 and 1.754 mHz (1 and 2 $\mu$Hz right of 150 and 151 cpsd, respectively). While it is possible that the two peaks in the SWEPAM standardized spectrum comprise a doublet, it is beyond the scope of this paper to speculate a plausible source for this splitting. Whatever the cause of these peaks, it does appear that the mode that induces the 1.754 mHz proton density peak also couples with the riometer voltage. A possible mechanism
for the peaks is that Earth’s rotation splits the $p_{11,1}$ peak and then the two singlet modes couple with the modes inducing the two coincident peaks in the SWEPAM spectrum. Further evidence for the ACE OTT coupling events is a 95% level triplet in the MAG standardized spectrum (not depicted), which resembles the doublet of the SWEPAM standardized spectrum bar the addition of the central singlet peak at 1.749\mu Hz.

Implementing Step D, reference $p$ mode frequency estimates were scanned for the cases $n' = 11$ and $l' \neq 1$. Both of the standardized spectra in Figure 3 contain numerous peaks near the 1.687 mHz estimate for the $p_{11,0}$ mode (where a solid, gray, vertical line is drawn). Around the [1.671, 1.696] mHz (144 to 146 cpsd) frequency band of the OTT standardized spectrum, a 99.9% level triplet is found centered on 1.684 mHz. The central singlet peak is coincident with a 95% level peak in the SWEPAM standardized spectrum. Given the 2 \mu Hz uncertainty for frequency estimators discussed in section 3, 1.684 mHz agrees with 1.687 mHz. Unlike the case of the $p_{11,1}$ peaks, there are no significant coincidences in the SWEPAM standardized spectrum for the left and right singlet peaks, demonstrating that coincident peaks in the SWEPAM and OTT standardized spectra need not occur to ensure the 1 cpsd splitting for the voltage series.

**Figure 4.** Standardized spectra for the MAG IMF strength series (top); the OTT voltage series (second from top); the MEA voltage series (third from top); and the BRD voltage series (bottom). For a description of the remaining features, refer to Figure 3.
After implementing Step E, the right 1.754 mHz peak of the 1.749 mHz SWEPAM doublet was found coincident with a peak in the 2004 seismic displacement standardized spectrum of Figure 4 in Thomson and Vernon (2015). The series was recorded at Black Forest Observatory (Landgraf, 2019), and the standardized spectrum was computed in a similar manner to that discussed in Appendix A for the standardized spectra in this paper. In the aforementioned reference figure, the missing 1.742 mHz left singlet peak could be due to the characteristic intermittency of solar modes (refer to p. 183 of Stix, 2004; Thomson, 1990). Thomson and Vernon (2015) suggest that the exceptional narrowness of the 1.754 mHz seismic peak (2 to 10 μHz bandwidth) limits the possible sources for these peaks to sources of high stability like those of solar origin.

The second example of \( p \) mode coupling involves coincidences in the ACE and CRA standardized spectra, which provide evidence for the \( p_{5,1} \) mode. The top two plots in Figure 4 display the MAG and OTT standardized spectra in the [740, 980] μHz frequency band, while the bottom two plots display the corresponding BRD and MEA standardized spectra. For Step A, the octuplet in the OTT standardized spectrum (first row of Table 3) is centered on a frequency, which lies within 2μHz of the 894μHz (18.6 min) \( p_{5,1} \) mode reference frequency estimate, while the lower two plots of Figure 4 reveal coincident multiplets in the BRD and MEA standardized spectra. Upon implementing Steps B and C, the 894 μHz OTT peak is coincident with a MAG peak. It also appears that the \( p_{4,4} \) and \( p_{4,3} \) modes couple with the riometer voltage. While the coincident IMF strength peaks each lie within 2μHz of singlet peaks of the 1 cpsd OTT, MEA, and BRD multiplets. This suggests that the disturbances at ACE also play a part in amplifying the singlet low SNR components of the riometer voltage. For Step D, all CRA standardized spectra in Figure 4 reveal a coupling between the \( p_{4,4} \) mode and the riometer voltage due to peaks that are coincident with those in the MAG standardized spectrum. Meanwhile, a MAG peak 3μHz left of the \( p_{5,0} \) frequency estimate is coincident with OTT and BRD peaks. Steps B–D also yield 95% level detections of coincident peaks in the MAG and CRA spectra of Figure 4, which all lie within 3μHz with the \( p_{3,5} \) and \( p_{3,4} \) frequency estimates.

5. Conclusions and Future Directions

The paper has presented three findings. The first is that the stable temporal behavior of riometer voltage is predominantly explained by a six term expansion in harmonic functions whose frequencies each lie near a 1 cpsd harmonic frequency.

The second finding is that the voltage of a CRA riometer interacts with the modes of physical phenomena other than just those associated with Earth’s rotation. The evidence suggests that one of these phenomena is described by a Fourier series driver having 12 min fundamental period. Meanwhile, coincident peaks in the CRA and SWEPAM standardized spectra at 2.704mHz suggest that the spectral components of the riometer voltage are driven by an extraterrestrial force, which is periodic with 6 min period. The 800 μHz frequency difference associated with the detected 6 and 6.2 min periods implies that a relationship between the 6.2 min periodic and 12 min periodic elements remains suspect. However, the two periodic elements in question are the most prominent features in the spectral analysis of this paper, and it should be explored in a future analysis whether there is evidence to support the hypothesis of a relationship.

The third finding is that the riometer voltage couples with \( p \) modes previously observed in space physics data sets. The most convincing examples involve coincident peaks in the CRA and ACE standardized spectra whose frequency estimates agree with the reference estimates of \( p \) modes having the following labels: \( p_{3,5} \), \( p_{3,6} \), \( p_{4,3} \), \( p_{4,4} \), \( p_{5,0} \), \( p_{5,1} \), \( p_{11,0} \), and \( p_{11,1} \).

That there is strong evidence for mode transport in the geospace environment is indisputable, but specifying all of the sources that gave rise to the detected spectral peaks remains inconclusive solely based on the starting results of this paper. It remains to create a comprehensive list of the statistically significant spectral peaks in the CRA standardized spectra. In constructing this list, it is advisable to include information about the detected peaks that is obtained using a detection scheme similar to that of section 2. Source specification could be improved by scrutinizing the solar mode tables of Korzennik (2018). For further validation that solar modes couple with the riometer voltage, it would be beneficial to explore if coincidences exist in different seismic time series like those acquired by the USArray Transportable Array (Vernon et al., 2012). Because of the preliminary nature of the analysis in this paper, the SWEPAM proton density time series at energy gates other than [0.795, 1.193] MeV should be analyzed in a follow up work.
Appendix A: A Statistical Detector for the Spectral Components of Low Signal to Noise Ratio

The statistical detector for the low signal to noise ratio (SNR) components of $X$ in section 2 is based on the test statistic of equation (11) in Thomson et al. (2001). At the fast Fourier transform (FFT) frequency, $f_m$, this test statistic is equal to the scale, $2K$, of a ratio statistic. The numerator of this ratio statistic is that frequency $f_m$ multitaper spectral power estimator for $X^{(RESS)}$, which is derived from the $K$ frequency $f_m$ multitaper DFT transformations of $X$ after having subtracted from them the estimators of the mean associated with $X^{(HS)}$ and $X^{(MS)}$ (refer to the last equation preceding section XIV A of Thomson (1982) for the subtraction operation). The denominator of the ratio statistic is a product of the following two factors.

1. The frequency $f_m$ value of a power transfer function (PTF) for the autoregressive (AR) filter relating $X^{(RESS)}$ and $X^{(NL)}$.
2. A frequency $f_m$ quantile spectral power estimator for $X^{(PE)}$ (refer to Appendices C and D of Thomson et al., 2001).

The ratio statistic is an estimate for the scale, $2K$, of the test statistic in equation (7) in Thomson (2012). That statistic is also a ratio statistic, and its numerator is the frequency $f_m$ multitaper spectral power estimator for $X^{(NL)}$. The denominator of this ratio statistic is the expected value for the frequency $f_m$ multitaper spectral power estimator for $X^{(PE)}$. Under the null hypothesis that $X^{(LS,h)} = 0$, the frequency $f^{(LS,h)}$, standardized multitaper spectral power estimator is asymptotically distributed as a $\chi^2$ random variable.

In the denominator of the standardized statistic, the AR filter coefficients were estimated using the methods in Appendix C of Thomson et al. (2001). The samples used in deriving the frequency $f_m$ quantile spectral power estimator are multitaper spectral power estimators for $X^{(NL)}$ in a 43 $\mu$Hz frequency band (i.e., spanning 20 FFT frequencies). In particular, the quantile estimator itself is the 6% empirical quantile for this sample (refer to Appendix D in Thomson et al., 2001, for details of the method for selecting a suitable sample element).

Appendix B: Strengths and Weaknesses of the Detection Scheme for Spectral Components of Low Signal to Noise Ratio

The following remarks motivate the detection scheme of Section 2 for low signal to noise ratio (SNR) components.

- Coincident peaks in the Canadian Riometer Array (CRA) standardized spectra suggest a single modal source having either a continental or planetary scale.

(a) To the extent that the multitaper DFTs are good estimates for the corresponding discrete time Fourier transforms, an invariance of the standardized statistic spectra to linear filter sequences obscures the true source of the spectral peaks recorded in Step A. For example, suppose that a periodic element is present either in the three interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) strengths measured at Magnetic Field Experiment (MAG) or in the chromospheric, Lyman alpha emissions discussed in section 1. If this periodic element was to couple with solar modes, then spectral peaks would appear in the CRA standardized spectra centered on the relevant resonant frequencies. Between them, the CRA standardized spectra alone would provide insufficient evidence to support the claim that the detected peaks are indeed of solar origin.

(b) The following references present evidence that the IMF strength couples with solar modes: Somerset (2017), Thomson et al. (1995), and Thomson et al. (2001). Magnetic fields of the SEPs perturb the IMF (Thomson et al., 2001), and so solar mode energy of the SEPs at ACE is transferred to the IMF. Therefore, periodicity of the SWEPAM proton mass density series might resemble that of the riometer voltage series.

- A 4 to 8 $\mu$Hz search bandwidth accounts for the dispersion attributed to damping, stochastic forcing, and estimation uncertainty (Thomson, 2000; Thomson & Vernon, 2015).

- Suppose that a $p$ mode with the angular momentum state, $|n, l, m\rangle$, couples with a spectral component of the voltage prediction error process, $X^{(PE)}$. As long as the other $|n, l', m'\rangle$ states are locked
in phase, the corresponding low SNR components exhibit symmetry (Korzennik et al., 2013). It might thus be expected that these other singlet states also couple with spectral components of \( \chi^{(PE)} \).

Solar modes have frequency dependent lifetimes as low as a number of minutes and sometimes lasting up to a number of months (Chen et al., 1996). The solar convection zone generates new modes whose induced spectral peaks replace those that had been induced by the older modes that have decayed or vanished. If spectral peaks persist over years, then this is evidence for a stable source of modes like the Sun.

A limitation of the mode detection scheme is that some frequency bands of the \( \chi^{(NL)} \) power spectrum are densely packed with spectral peaks. The peaks in these frequency bands are smoothed due to the effects of record truncation of the time series model process, culminating in the formation of ridge spectral peaks (Korzennik et al., 2013). Ridge formation is common in the [2, 5] mHz frequency band in the spectrum of photospheric radial velocity because on average, there are 100 spectral peaks per microhertz (see Figure 11 of Christensen Dalsgaard, 2002). In anticipation of the degraded resolution quality, which comes with ridge formation, only the \(|n, l, 0\rangle\) states of a \( p \) mode were considered in Steps C through E of the mode detection scheme.

**Appendix C: The Correlation Between Solar Activity and \( p \) Mode Frequency Shifts**

The shift of \( p \) mode frequencies over time is correlated with solar activity. For example, frequency shift is correlated with the Kitt Peak magnetic index and the HeI equivalent index (Chaplin et al., 2004). More pertinent to the results of this paper is the correlation between frequency shift and the 10.7 cm solar radio flux. This flux results from the emissions of bright, photospheric plasma regions overlying sunspots, as well as from chromospheric and coronal thermal emissions (Chaplin et al., 1998; Chaplin et al., 2001; Chaplin et al., 2004; Tapping, 2013; 2018). It has thus been speculated that the primary causes for the flux shift relationship are the spatiotemporal fluctuations occurring in solar magnetic field strength and in solar thermal variations (Balmforth et al., 1996; Chaplin et al., 2001; Goldreich et al., 1991; Gough et al., 1988; Thomson et al., 2007).

**Appendix D: Calculations for the Multitaper Spectral Analysis**

The riometer decimates 60 Hz voltage signals using an online, 60:1 median filter. Two point linear interpolation reconstructions were used to replace voltages either exceeding the 6.1 V instrument ceiling or occurring during hourly, 1 min calibration intervals. The two points for each interpolation were 10 point averages on either side of the gap of omitted voltage outliers. At calibration intervals, the updating step of Appendix A in Thomson et al. (2001) was employed. In this step, the training set was chosen to comprise two 120 point sections on either side of the 60 point calibration interval. In addition, the multitaper time bandwidth parameter was set equal to 3 because a low resolution bandwidth is desirable for short time records (Thomson et al., 2001). Furthermore, the number of tapers was set equal to 5. Each of the cleaned CRA voltage series was sent through a 120:1 decimation filter whose associated PTF has a transition band commencing at (4 mHz; 50 dB) and decaying at 0.5 dB/mHz.

But for the following two exceptions, the aforementioned processing steps for the CRA voltage series were also carried out for the two 1 min sampled ACE time series.

1. Neither of the two 1 min sampled time series required cleaning.
2. Both of the time series were decimated using sequential two point averaging.

For each of the considered time series of this paper, the record size, \( M \), after zero padding was set using the rule,

\[
\log_2(M) = \lfloor \log_2(N) + 1 \rfloor, \tag{D1}
\]

where \( N = 3.8863 \times 10^4 \) defines the record size of each of the CRA voltage series. Defining \( M \) this way reduces the roundoff error and the FFT computation time (Gentleman, 1969), while yielding a common FFT grid of 64 nHz spacing for all of the considered time series. Following the procedure outlined in Appendix C of Thomson et al. (2001), AR PTF sequences having the orders, \( P \in \{1, 2, ..., 10\} \), were estimated by first
computing an inverse FFT of the multitaper power spectrum estimate for the OTT voltage series and then implementing the Durbin Levinson algorithm using the resulting autocovariance sequence estimate. The multitaper dynamic range estimate is the ratio of maximum to minimum estimated spectral power, and it is measured in decibels (Percival & Walden, 1998). The AR PTF sequence estimate was obtained using the set of coefficient estimates for the $p$ value achieving minimum dynamic range (e.g., $p = 3$ was optimal for the OTT voltage series). The AR PTFs were computed analogously for the remainder of the considered time series.

As in Appendix C of Thomson et al. (2001), a second whitening step was applied to estimate the power spectrum of $X^{(PE)}$ (refer to Appendix A). In this whitening step, the FFT frequency grid was partitioned into sections of 43 $\mu$Hz width. The ordered spectral power estimates of each section were used to compute a single quantile spectral power estimate for $X^{(PE)}$ to estimate the power for each section frequency. Choosing the band sample associated with the 6% empirical section quantile ensures that the resulting spectral power estimator is optimal in a mean square sense (see Appendix D of Thomson et al., 2001). Choosing a section width below 43$\mu$Hz reduces the effective number of independent band samples from the 34 such samples achieved originally. Meanwhile, it was found through experimentation that a section width exceeding 43$\mu$Hz covers a frequency band whose spectral power estimates exhibit a significant degree of nonstationarity over frequency, so that the constant power approximation for

**Acronyms**

ACE Advanced Composition Explorer  
AR autoregressive  
BRD Brandon  
cpmsd cycles per mean solar day  
cpsd cycles per sidereal day  
CRA Canadian Riometer Array  
CSWFC Canadian Space Weather Forecast Centre  
DFT discrete Fourier transform  
DRAO Dominion Radio Astronomical Observatory  
FFT fast Fourier transform  
HF high frequency  
HS high signal to noise ratio  
IMF interplanetary magnetic field  
INU Inuvik  
LIN linear  
LS low signal to noise ratio  
MAG Magnetic Field Experiment  
MEA Meanook  
MS medium signal to noise ratio  
m.s. mean square  
OTT Ottawa  
NL nonlinear  
PE prediction error  
PEN penticton  
PTF power transfer function  
NL power transfer function  
RES residual  
Riometer relative ionospheric opacity meter  
SAS Saskatoon  
SEP solar energetic proton  
SFU solar flux unit  
SNR signal to noise ratio  
SWEPAM Solar Wind Electron Proton Alpha Monitor
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